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Microsatellite instability has been reported in a wide variety of cancer types. Inactivation or loss of tumour
suppressor genes has been shown to result in cell cycle deregulation and neoplastic growth. We conducted a
microsatellite study using fluorescent-based DNA technology to determine whether mutations in the
microsatellite sequences of the deleted in colorectal cancer (DCC) gene, a tumour suppressor at 18q21.1, have
any pathologic correlation or prognostic significance in nephroblastomas. Normal and tumour DNA was isolated
from 106 cases of nephroblastoma using the standard proteinase K digestion and phenol–chloroform extraction
method from paraffin wax-embedded tissue. Polymerase chain reaction using three microsatellite markers;
D18S21, D18S34 and D18S58, for the DCC gene were performed. The polymerase chain reaction products were
analysed on the ALF Express Automated DNA sequencer. The results were correlated with age at diagnosis,
preoperative chemotherapy, clinicopathological stage, histological classification and patient outcome using v2

test. Allelic imbalance/loss of heterozygosity appeared to be a more frequent genetic aberration than
microsatellite instability with 20% of cases showing allelic imbalance/loss of heterozygosity and only 9% of
cases showing microsatellite instability. Genetic aberrations were more frequent in unfavourable histology
tumours compared to favourable histology tumours (P¼ 0.012). All patients with genetic aberrations for more than
one DCC marker died independent of histological classification and stage (P¼ 0.016). There was no statistically
significant difference when DCC aberrations were compared with age at diagnosis, preoperative chemotherapy
and clinicopathological stage. In conclusion, this study has found that multiple aberrations involving the DCC
locus may play a role in the progression of nephroblastomas, and hence confer a poorer prognosis
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Deleted in colorectal cancer (DCC) is a tumour
suppressor gene, at 18q21.1, that codes for a
transmembrane protein that bears strong similarity
to members of the superfamily of neural cell
adhesion molecules. The DCC gene was originally
identified in colorectal cancers where genetic
alterations have been reported in 50% of large
colorectal adenomas and in more than 70% of
invasive colorectal carcinomas.1 Introduction of a
normal chromosome 18 into human colorectal
cancer cell lines suppressed tumorigenicity con-
firming DCC’s function as a tumour suppressor gene.

Mounting evidence suggests that DCC may be
inactivated in several tumours arising outside the
colon and rectum including epithelial tumours of
the stomach,2 pancreas,3 head and neck,4 breast,5

prostate,6 oesophagus7 as well as in some leukae-
mias8 and gliomas.9 Support for DCC inactivation in
these tumours includes frequent loss of heterozyg-
osity of the portion of chromosome 18q harbouring
the DCC gene, markedly reduced or absent DCC
mRNA expression, aberrantly sized DCC transcripts,
homozygous loss of DCC and intragenic point
mutations.10

Several studies have shown that alterations due to
mutations in the simple repeat sequences or micro-
satellites are a feature in a number of cancers.11,12

Instability within these microsatellites was initially
described by investigators studying colorectal can-
cers who observed that the length of microsatellite
DNA in the tumour tissue varied from the matching
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normal tissue. This variation in the length of
microsatellite repeats represents a mutational process
of insertions or deletions within the tumour DNA.13

Nephroblastoma is the most common malignant
renal tumour of childhood, with an incidence of
approximately 1 in 10 000 children worldwide.14 At
our institution nephroblastoma is the most common
solid paediatric tumour and a number of factors
account for a poorer survival in our patients
compared to patients from developed countries.
These include poor nutritional status, intercurrent
infection and advanced disease at presentation.15

The well-known prognostic determinants are histol-
ogy and clinicopathological stage. In an earlier
study, we identified a subset of patients that has a
poor outcome despite having favourable histological
features and low clinicopathological stage. As part of
a larger study on tumour suppressor genes and cell
adhesion molecules in nephroblastomas, we under-
took the evaluation of allelic imbalance and micro-
satellite instability of the DCC gene. A microsatellite
study using fluorescent-based DNA technology in-
vestigating the DCC gene in nephroblastomas has not
been performed previously. This study was therefore
conducted to determine whether mutations in the
microsatellite sequences of the DCC gene have any
pathologic correlation or prognostic significance in
nephroblastomas.

Materials and methods

Cases

In all, 106 cases of nephroblastomas were retrieved
from the files of the Department of Pathology. They
were obtained from nephrectomies performed over a
period of 18 years from 1984 to 2001. Clinical data
for all patients were available in the Department of
Paediatric Surgery. Patients were managed accord-
ing to International Society of Paediatric Oncology
protocols, which include the administration of
preoperative chemotherapy dependent on clinico-
pathological stage. Histological sections were re-
viewed to confirm the histological type and tumour
staging parameters. For the purpose of this study,
unfavourable histology nephroblastomas referred to
the presence of diffuse anaplasia as described by
Faria et al.16 Sections were then selected for DNA
extraction. Normal DNA was extracted from normal
renal tissue (n¼ 103) and normal lymph nodes
(n¼ 3). Tissue blocks containing maximal tumour
and minimal or no necrosis were selected for
tumour DNA extraction. Contamination of tumour
DNA by normal DNA was minimised by microdis-
secting the tumour. The haematoxylin & eosin (H&E)
sections were evaluated under light microscopy and
the normal and tumour tissue were marked out
using a permanent marker. The marked H&E slides
were superimposed on the unstained tissue section
and marked out on the reverse side using a
permanent marker. Normal or tumour tissue was

then scraped away from the glass slides using a
sterile scalpel blade and transferred into separate
1.5ml Eppendorf tubes. This was followed by
removal of the paraffin wax.

DNA Extraction

DNA was extracted from tissue using the standard
proteinase K digestion and phenol/chloroform ex-
traction method.17 The presence of amplifiable DNA
was verified by polymerase chain reaction demon-
stration of the ubiquitous insulin gene18 (Figure 1).

Cy5 Labelled Primers

Cy5 labelled microsatellite primers (Roche Diagnos-
tics, Mannheim, Germany) for the DCC gene were
used (Table 1). Primer sequences were obtained from
Boland et al19 and Liu et al.19,20 These primers were
chosen for their high informativity rate.

Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR)

The reactions were carried out in 200 ml thin-walled
PCR tubes. The total PCR volume was 25 ml, contain-
ing 10pmol of each Cy5 labelled primer pair, 2ml
template DNA, 200 mM dNTPs, 50mM PCR buffer
containing 1.5mM MgCl2, and 0.75U Taq DNA
polymerase. The PCR amplification was performed
using a Techne Progene thermocycler. The PCR
reaction consisted of an initial denaturation step of
5min at 951C. This was followed by 35 cycles, each
cycle consisting of 1min at 941C, 30 s at 551C
(D18S21 and D18S58) or 581C (D18S34), and 30 s
at 721C. The final extension step was at 721C for
7min.

Polymerase Chain Reaction Product Preparation

The microsatellite polymerase chain reaction pro-
ducts (3 ml) were mixed with 3 ml of STOP solution

Figure 1 A 2% agarose gel electrophoresis of DNA amplified
across the exon 2 region of the insulin gene from formalin-fixed,
paraffin wax-embedded sections of normal and tumour tissue.
Lanes 1–8 contains PCR products of the amplified insulin
fragment (size 236bp). Lane 10 shows the negative control, and
lane 9 shows the positive control. Lane 11 shows the molecular
weight marker (100bp ladder).
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(blue dextran 2000, deionized formamide; Pharma-
cia Biotech, Uppsala, Sweden) and denatured at
961C for 3min in a Techne Progene thermocycler.
The samples were held on ice before being loaded
on to the gel.

Preparation of Size Markers

The 50–500 base pair (bp) standard (Cy5 labelled)
was used as the external size marker (Pharmacia
Biotech).

Automated DNA Fragment Analysis

The microsatellite PCR products were analysed on
the ALF Express Automated DNA Sequencer using a
6% Longranger sequencing gel (FMC Bioproducts,
Rockland, ME, USA). The analysis was performed at
1500V, 60mA, 15W and at a constant temperature
of 551C. The data were analysed using the Fragment
Manager software program.

Calculation of Ratios for Allelic Imbalance

The allele ratios were calculated by the method
suggested by Canzian et al.21 The peak areas were
expressed as ratios as follows: (T2�N1)/(T1�N2),
where T/N 1 and 2 are the first and second peaks of
tumour and normal DNA, respectively. If the ratio
was o0.6, then this was regarded as allelic imbal-
ance with loss of the larger allele, and if the ratio
was 41.67, then the smaller allele was lost.

Microsatellite Instability

The appearance of a novel allele in the tumour
sample was interpreted as microsatellite instability.22

Statistical Analysis

The Statistical Package for Social Sciences software
program (SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA) was employed for
statistical analysis. Our results were correlated with
age at diagnosis, preoperative chemotherapy, clinico-
pathological stage, histological classification and
patient outcome. They were assessed by cross-tabula-
tion and significance was determined by the w2 test.
Differences were considered significant at Po0.05.

Results

In all, 106 nephroblastomas were analysed. The
overall follow-up ranged from 25 days to 14 years
and 9 months. The patient age range was between
4 months and 14 years. The median age at diagnosis
was 3 years old. In total, 19 patients had stage I
disease, 28 had stage II, 26 had stage III and 33 were
stage IV. There were two stage V patients who were
further substaged as stage IV and stage I. Totally, 25
patients were alive, 44 had died and 37 patients
were lost to follow-up. A total of 86 patients T
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received preoperative chemotherapy according to
the International Society of Paediatric Oncology
protocol. There were 93 nephroblastomas with
favourable histology (Figure 2a) and 13 with
unfavourable histology (Figure 2b).

In this study, allelic imbalance/loss of heterozyg-
osity at more than one microsatellite locus was
found in 21 cases (20%) (Figure 3). At the D18S21
locus, allelic imbalance/loss of heterozygosity was
observed in 11 of 53 informative cases (21%), at the
D18S34 locus five of 23 cases (22%), and at the
D18S58 locus in eight of 42 cases (19%). Micro-
satellite instability in the 18q region was seen in
nine cases (9%) in at least one of the three loci
investigated (Table 2) (Figure 3).

To facilitate statistical analysis allelic imbalance/
loss of heterozygosity and microsatellite instability

were grouped together as ‘genetic aberrations’. The
cases that showed neither allelic imbalance/loss of
heterozygosity nor microsatellite instability were
designated ‘no genetic aberrations’ (Table 3).

There was a significant correlation between histo-
logical classification and genetic aberrations at the
D18S34 locus (P¼ 0.027). In all, 23% of unfavour-
able histology tumours showed aberrations as com-
pared to 3% of favourable histology tumours. The
occurrence of allelic imbalance/loss of heterozygos-
ity and microsatellite instability in the two histolo-
gical types of nephroblastoma is shown in Table 4.

The data were also grouped across all three
markers so that if any case showed an aberration
for any one or more of the three markers then that
case was designated ‘mutated’. The cases that
showed no aberrations for any marker, fell in the
‘no mutations’ group. Of the 106 cases 27 showed
mutations. In total, 21 of these cases showed
mutations for at least one marker while the remain-
ing six showed mutations for two markers. These 27
cases were then compared with the clinicopatho-
logical parameters.

Again histological classification appears to be a
statistically significant variable (P¼ 0.012). Totally,
54% of unfavourable histology tumours were mu-
tated compared to only 22% of favourable histology
tumours (Table 5).

When the number of mutations (one vs two) was
compared with histological classification, no statis-
tically significant difference was apparent. How-
ever, a higher percentage of unfavourable histology
tumours (43%) showed more than one genetic
mutation compared to favourable histology tumours
(15%). Also significant was that all the favourable
histology tumours with two markers mutated had a

Figure 2 (a) Favourable histology nephroblastoma with blastema,
epithelium and stroma. (b) Unfavourable histology nephroblasto-
ma showing anaplastic features.

Figure 3 Assessment of allelic imbalance/loss of heterozygosity and microsatellite instability were based on electrophoretograms that
were generated by the Fragment Manager Software. The appearance of two peaks in the normal and tumour (a) was reflective of a
heterozygous or informative case (Marker D18S21), while the appearance of a single peak in both the normal and tumour tissue (b),
Marker D18S34 was regarded as a homozygous or non-informative case. (c) Marker D18S58 shows a case displaying allelic imbalance
(R¼ 1.93 therefore the smaller allele is lost), (d) Marker D18S58 demonstrates loss of heterozygosity and (e) Marker D18S58 is an example
of microsatellite instability.
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poor outcome similar to patients with unfavourable
histology tumours (P¼ 0.016). All six patients with
mutations for two markers died of disease, irrespec-
tive of histological classification or clinicopatholo-
gical stage (Table 6).

There were no statistically significant findings
when age at diagnosis was correlated with genetic
aberrations, mutational status and the number of
mutations per case (Table 7). Similarly, there was no
significant difference in 18q mutations in those
patients who received preoperative chemotherapy
and those that did not. There was also no correlation
between stage and 18q mutations.

Discussion

Tumour suppressor genes play an important role in
a wide variety of cancer types and loss or inactiva-
tion of these genes result in cell cycle deregulation
and neoplastic growth. Identification of regions of
chromosome loss can serve as a guide to the location
of tumour suppressor genes responsible for the
development and/or progression of tumours.4 Alle-
lic losses and reduced expression of the DCC gene
were first identified in colon carcinoma. A role for
DCC in tumour progression has been well estab-
lished by the large number of different tumour types
that have reported deletions and/or reduced expres-
sion of DCC.2–9 In addition, loss of the region
housing the DCC gene has also been associated with
an increased likelihood of metastasis and death in a
subset of patients with colorectal cancer.23

The most important known prognostic factors for
nephroblastomas are histological classification and
clinicopathological stage. Anaplastic or unfavour-
able histology nephroblastomas are associated with
a poor prognosis due to the chemoresistance of the
anaplastic tumour cells. These unfavourable histol-
ogy tumours have been shown to harbour p53
mutations.24 Other genetic loci that have also been
linked to adverse prognosis are 1p, 7p and 16q.25,26

Functional studies show, in addition to DCC being a
tumour suppressor gene its protein product may
function as a cell adhesion molecule. Cell adhesion
molecules are surface receptors, which play critical
roles during processes such as embryogenesis,
thrombosis, wound healing, cell homing, immunor-
eactions, as well as tumour progression and metas-
tasis. On the basis of its predicted amino-acid
sequence the DCC gene encodes a protein similar
to the neural cell adhesion branch of the immuno-
globulin superfamily and may participate with other
proteins in cell–cell and cell–matrix interactions.

Table 2 Data generated for the three microsatellite markers

D18S21 D18S34 D18S58 Total no %

No change heterozygous 36 17 32
No change homozygous 53 83 64
Allelic imbalance/loss of heterozygosity 11 5 8 21 20
Microsatellite instability 6 1 2 9 9
Total cases 106 106 106
Informativity 50% 22% 40%

Table 3 Genetic aberrations vs no genetic aberrations

D18S21 D18S34 D18S58

Genetic Aberrations 17 6 10
No Genetic Aberrations 89 100 96

Table 4 Occurrence of allelic imbalance/loss of heterozygosity
and microsatellite instability in the two histological types of
nephroblastoma

Favourable
histology

Unfavourable
histology
(diffuse

anaplasia)

Total

Marker D18S21

Allelic imbalance/loss of
heterozygosity

8 3 11

Microsatellite instability 5 1 6

Total 13 4 17

Marker D18S34

Allelic imbalance/loss of
heterozygosity

3 2 5

Microsatellite instability 0 1 1
Total 3 3 6

Marker D18S58

Allelic imbalance/loss of
heterozygosity

6 2 8

Microsatellite Instability 1 1 2

Total 7 3 10

Table 5 Distribution of mutated and not mutated vs histological
classification

Histological classification Total

Favourable Unfavourable

Mutated 20 (22%) 7 (54%) 27
Not Mutated 73 (78%) 6 (46%) 79
Total 93 13 106
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The loss of chromosome 18q or downregulation of
the DCC protein may influence cell adhesion
properties through which cancer cells may acquire
a more invasive and undifferentiated phenotype.23

Studies also show that the DCC gene product is a
transmembrane receptor for netrin-1. Netrins act to
both attract and repel the growing axons of a broad
range of neuronal cell types during development
and are also involved in controlling neuronal cell
migration. Netrins are expressed in most adult
tissues including many human cancer cell lines.
The precise relationship between DCC and netrin
has not been elucidated but evidence suggests that
DCC may play a role in mediating directional cell
migration within and outside the developing ner-
vous system. Netrin–DCC signalling has also been
shown to regulate cell death in epithelial cells in
vitro. Speculation about the means by which loss of
DCC function and netrin binding may influence the
phenotype of cancer cells include the failure to
recognize growth inhibitory or differentiation cues
provided by netrins. Alterations in netrin binding
may also directly promote alterations in cell migra-
tory properties of cancer cells or their failure to
respect tissue boundaries. Such effects may account
for the apparently more aggressive and metastatic
growth properties of cancer cells that have lost DCC
expression.10,27

The present study reports the first comprehensive
analysis of microsatellite instability and allelic
imbalance/loss of heterozygosity of the DCC gene
in nephroblastomas. D18S21 was the most informa-
tive locus. In addition, it displayed the most number
of mutations followed by D18S58 and D18S34.

Allelic imbalance/loss of heterozygosity appears to
be a more frequent aberration than microsatellite
instability with 20% of cases showing allelic
imbalance/loss of heterozygosity and only 9% of
cases showing microsatellite instability.

We have found a significant association between
18q microsatellite aberrations and histological clas-
sification. The percentage of unfavourable histology
tumours showing aberrations was higher than those
tumours with favourable histology. Similarly, there
was a significant correlation between DCC aberra-
tions and patient outcome. All patients with tumours
showing aberrations for more than one DCC marker
died, independent of histological classification and
stage. Thus, the clinical relevance of the findings
from this study suggests that the integrity of the DCC
locus is crucial and may be involved in conferring a
poorer outcome when mutated. However, the me-
chanism by which this occurs is unknown and not
necessarily related to decreased cell adhesion. The
finding in this study that DCC aberrations indepen-
dent of the other known prognostic factors is
associated with adverse outcome, favours a prog-
nostic role for molecular aberrations.

Although there was no statistically significant
finding when age at diagnosis was correlated with
mutational status and number of mutations, of interest
was that the number of cases with mutations and the
number of mutations observed per case increased
with advancing age. This observation suggests that
there is an association between the accumulation of
genetic events and an advance in age. Furthermore,
there appears to be a relationship between accumula-
tion of genetic events and tumour progression.

Table 6 Distribution of the 27 cases showing mutations versus histological classification and outcome

Total Histological Classification Outcome

Favourable Unfavourable Alive Dead Lost

One Mutation 21 17 4 6 9 6
Two Mutations 6 3 (stages: 4, 2, 2) 3 (stages: 4, 3, 1) 6
Total 27 20 7 6 15 6

Table 7 Correlation of age at diagnosis with mutational status and the number of mutations

Age (in years) Total

r1 1oAge r2 2oAge r3 43

Mutated 3 5 6 13 27
Not mutated 10 23 17 29 79

Total 13 28 23 42 106
P¼ 0.668
One mutation 3 5 5 8 21
Two mutations 0 0 1 5 6

Total 3 5 6 13 27
P¼ 0.224
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The informativity of the DCC markers demon-
strated by this cohort was lower than that suggested.
In two previous studies by our group conflicting
informativity rates were observed. A study on 37
gastric tumours demonstrated a similar low informa-
tivity,28 while another study on 32 colorectal tumours
demonstrated a relatively higher informativity.29

Since baseline informativity rates have not been
conducted for our population this difference may
suggest that the same markers may not be suitable for
all population groups and/or tumour types.

In conclusion, this study has shown that micro-
satellite instability of the DCC locus is rare in
nephroblastomas while allelic imbalance/loss of
heterozygosity of the DCC locus is more frequent.
Multiple aberrations involving the DCC locus may
play a role in the progression of nephroblastomas,
and hence confer a poorer prognosis.
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